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Abstract. We use descent theoretic methods to solve the homotopy limit problem for Hermit-

ian K-theory over quasi-compact and quasi-separated base schemes. As another application of
these descent theoretic methods, we compute the cellular Picard group of 2-complete Hermit-

ian K-theory over Spec(C), showing that the only invertible cellular spectra are suspensions
of the tensor unit.
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1. Introduction

Let KGL denote the motivic spectrum representing algebraic K-theory, along with its C2-
action, and KQ the motivic spectrum representing Hermitian K-theory (both always taken
over a fixed based scheme S). There is a map f : KQ → KGL which is the motivic analog
of the map f ′ : KO → KU from real K-theory to topological K-theory in stable homotopy.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the ways in which f behaves like f ′. For example,
there is an equivalence KO ' KUhC2 , and the homotopy limit problem in motivic homotopy
theory asks if there is an equivalence KQ ' KGLhC2 . For a field F , let vcd2(F ) denote the
mod-2 cohomological dimension of the absolute Galois group of F (

√
−1). Röndigs–Spitzweck–

Østvær [RSØ18] have shown that if F is a field of char(F ) 6= 2, and vcd2(F ) < ∞, then
the homotopy limit problem holds after η-completion over S = Spec(F ), that is, there is an

equivalence KQ∧η ' KGLhC2 .

The map f ′ is a faithful Galois extension [Rog08], and so there is a good theory of descent; there
is an equivalence of ∞-categories Mod(KO) ' Mod(KU)hC2 [MS16, Thm. 3.3.1]. Depending
on the choice of base scheme, the map f may be a motivic Galois extension in the sense of
[BHK+18], but even then it is only faithful when restricted to the full subcategory Mod(KQ)∧η
of η-complete KQ-modules, see Definition 2.1. Because of this, one cannot expect an equivalence
of module categories as above. Instead, we prove the following.

Theorem 3.10. Let S be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated base scheme, then there is a
symmetric monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories

Mod(KQ)η−cmpl

∼ // Mod(KGL)hC2 .oo
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Here the left adjoint is given by extension of scalars, and the right adjoint is given by taking
homotopy fixed points. As a corollary, we obtain the following solution of the homotopy limit
problem for Hermitian K-theory, strengthening [RSØ18, Thm. 1.2]. Here SH(S) denotes the
stable motivic category over the base scheme S.

Corollary 3.11. There is an equivalence KQ∧η ' KGLhC2 in SH(S).

The equivalence Mod(KO) ' Mod(KU)hC2 has been used by Mathew–Stojanoska and Gepner–
Lawson to give a proof that the Picard group of invertible modules Pic(KO) ∼= Z/8, generated
by the suspension Σ1KO. The situation becomes slightly more complicated in the motivic world.
Existing techniques appear to be best suited for computing the invertible objects in the cellular
subcategory, cf. Lemma 4.4 (note that classically every object in Mod(R), for R a commutative
ring spectrum, is cellular). Even then, in order to aid computability, we need to work not
with Mod(KQ), but with Mod(KQ∧2 ), the 2-completion, and over SpecC, where it is known
that KQ∧2 ' (KGL∧2 )hC2 . Here it is possible to completely describe π∗,∗(KQ∧2 ) thanks to the
computations of Isaksen and Shkembi [IS11]. The similarity with the classical computation of
π∗(KO) leads one to wonder if the Picard group PicCell(KQ∧2 ) of invertible cellular KQ∧2 -modules
is also just given by suspensions of the unit. Since KQ∧2 is an (8, 4)-periodic spectrum, this would
give a Picard group of Z⊕ Z/4, and this turns out to be the case.

Theorem 4.11. Over Spec(C) the cellular Picard group PicCell(KQ∧2 ) ∼= Z⊕ Z/4.

The proof uses the methods introduced in [MS16] and [GL16]. Namely, for any symmet-
ric monoidal ∞-category C, there exists a connective spectrum pic(C) with the property that
π0(pic(C)) ∼= Pic(C), the Picard group of invertible objects in C. Using this, we construct a
homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

Hs(C2, πtpicCell(KGL∧2 )) =⇒ πt−spicCell(KGL∧2 )hC2 ,

whose abutment for t− s = 0 has PicCell(KQ∧2 ) as a subgroup. Using the observation that this
Picard group must be at least Z⊕Z/4, we use this spectral sequence to show that this is actually
the whole Picard group.

Remark 1.1. We consider the category ModCell(KQ∧2 ) with the tensor product − ⊗KQ∧2
−.

There are other possibilities; for example, one could take the 2-complete tensor product. In
stable homotopy, there is an equivalence between Pic(KO∧2 ) and PicK(1)(KO∧2 ), the latter being

the Picard group of K(1)-locally invertible KO∧2 -modules, where K(1) is the first Morava K-
theory. We are unable to even compute the 2-complete Picard group of KGL∧2 in this case,
however.

Conventions. We freely use the language of stable ∞-categories, as described by Lurie in
[Lur17]. Homotopy limits and colimits in an ∞-category will be denoted by lim←− and lim−→ respec-
tively. We use the notation Hom to denote the internal Hom in a closed symmetric monoidal
∞-category.

All schemes are assumed to be quasi-compact and quasi-separated.

Acknowledgments. We thank Tobias Barthel, Marc Hoyois, Akhil Mathew, Niko Naumann,
Paul-Arne Østvær, Birgit Richter, Markus Spitzweck, and Gabriel Valenzuela for helpful conver-
sations regarding this work. We are particularly grateful to Markus Land for detailed comments
on an earlier version of this document, and to the referee for helpful comments, including the
extension to arbitrary base schemes. We thanks Hamburg Universität for its hospitality, and
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DFG Schwerpunktprogramm SPP 1786 for financial support. Finally, revisions of this work were
done while the author was supported by a grant from the Trond Mohn foundation.

2. Background

In this section we provide the necessary background material on motivic homotopy, in particular
the motivic spectra KGL and KQ representing algebraic K-theory and Hermitian K-theory
respectively. We also introduce the category of cellular modules, as first studied by Dugger and
Isaksen [DI05].

2.1. Motivic homotopy theory. Let S be a base scheme. We will work in the Morel–
Voevodsky motivic stable homotopy category SH(S) of P1-spectra over S [MV99]. In fact, Morel
and Voevodsky work with Noetherian schemes of finite Krull dimension, however using [Hoy14,
App. C] SH(S) can be defined over an arbitrary base scheme. For a more detailed introduction
to this category, we refer the reader to, for example [DLØ+07] or [Lev16]. We do, however, recall
here that we have two notions of sphere in SH(S): the suspension spectrum of the simplicial
sphere S1 := ∆1/∂∆1, and the suspension spectrum of the Tate sphere Gm := A1 \ {0}, pointed
by 1. As is customary we set Sa+b,b := Sa ⊗ G⊗bm . Under these conventions we have P1 ' S2,1.
Note that the stable motivic homotopy category is triangulated, with suspension S1,0.

The work of Morel–Voevodsky uses the techniques of model categories, however it is known
that to each model category there exists an underlying ∞-category. To be very specific, Robalo
[Rob15, Cor. 1.2] has shown that the ∞-category underlying SH(S), which we will also denote
by SH(S), is a stable, presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category.∗ It follows that for any
commutative algebra object A in SH(S) - that is, a commutative motivic ring spectrum, there is
a well-defined presentably symmetric monoidal stable∞-category Mod(A) of A-modules [Lur17,
Sec. 4.5].

We recall also the non-nilpotent stable motivic Hopf map η : S1,1 → S0,0, induced by the pro-
jection A2 \ {0} → P1. Let C(η) denote the cofiber of this map, and C(ηk) for the cofiber of the
iterations of η.

Definition 2.1. The η-completion M∧η of a motivic spectrum M is the Bousfield localization of

M at C(η), or equivalently, the limit M∧η ' lim←−(M ⊗ C(ηk)).

The classical stable homotopy category is compactly generated by the sphere spectrum, but the
situation in motivic homotopy theory is much more complicated. In fact, SH(S) is compactly
generated, but there are infinitely many generators - a description of the generators can be found
in, for example, [DI05, Thm. 9.2], but this is not important for our work. We simply note that
the tensor unit S = Σ∞S+ is always compact, see [Hoy14, Prop. C.12], which implies that all
the dualizable objects in SH(S) are compact . One can ask when SH(S) is compactly generated
by dualizable objects, but the problem seems to be subtle. It is true when S = Spec(k) for a
field k admitting resolutions of singularities (for example, if char(k) = 0), but need not be true
in general, see [NSØ09, Rem. 8.2].

For a motivic commutative ring spectrum A the unit map S → A gives rise to a standard
adjunction

SH(S) // Mod(A)oo

∗ That is, a symmetric monoidal ∞-category which is presentable and whose associated tensor bifunctor
preserves colimits separately in each variable.
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given by extension and restriction of scalars. By [Lur17, Corollary 4.2.3.5] restriction of scalars
preserves colimits, and so its left adjoint preserves compact objects. In particular, the tensor
unit A is compact in Mod(A), so that all dualizable objects in Mod(A) are compact.

We will predominately be interested in two motivic spectra, which we now introduce.

Algebraic and hermitian K-theory. The motivic analog of topological K-theory KU is
the motivic algebraic K-theory spectrum KGL. In fact, the construction is similar to that of
KU in topology; here the role of the unitary groups is played by the group schemes GLn and
their classifying spaces BGLn. Indeed, if we define BGL = colimn BGLn, then KGL is the
P1-spectrum defined by the constituent spaces

KGL = (Z× BGL,Z× BGL, . . .),

where the structure maps are defined in [Voe98, p. 600]. Each of the group schemes GLn have an
involution given by inverse-transpose, which leads to a C2-action on GL, and in turn on BGL.
This gives KGL itself a natural C2-action. The spectrum KGL is (2, 1)-periodic; there is a Bott
periodicity map

β : Σ2,1KGL
∼−→ KGL.

Morel and Voevodsky [MV99] (over regular Noetherian schemes) and Cisinski [Cis13, Thm. 2.20]
(over a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension, however the proof holds more generally
over arbitrary base schemes, see also [Hoy20, Sec. 5]) have shown that KGL represents Weibel’s
homotopy invariant algebraic K-theory† in the sense that for any smooth scheme X we have

(2.1) π0 HomSH(S)(S
p,q ⊗ Σ∞X+,KGL) = KGLp,q(X) ' Kp−2q(X).

In particular for X = S, we have πp,qKGL ∼= Kp−2q(S).

It is known that KGL is a motivic commutative ring spectrum. For example, this follows from
the identification of KGL ' Σ∞+ P∞[1/β], see [SØ09, GS09]. In fact, the commutative ring
structure is even unique [NSØ15]. As noted previously, the existence implies that there is a
stable symmetric monoidal ∞-category Mod(KGL) of modules over KGL. Moreover, KGL
itself is compact as a KGL-module, so that all dualizable objects are compact. We note that
the ∞-category Mod(KGL) acquires a C2 action (given by a map BC2 → Cat∞ into the ∞-
category of small ∞-categories [Lur09, Ch. 3]), arising from the C2-action on KGL mentioned
previously. Informally, for g ∈ C2 this action sends a KGL-module M with structure map

KGL ⊗M f−→ M to the motivic spectrum g ·M which is M as a motivic spectrum and with

structure map KGL⊗M g⊗id−−−→ KGL⊗M f−→M .

Remark 2.2. To make this slightly more precise, we note that the sending a commutative
algebra to its category of modules is contravariantly functorial in the commutative algebra, and
has a left adjoint given by extension of scalars [Lur17, Corollary 4.2.3.2, Corollary 4.2.3.7, and
Remark 4.2.3.8]. In particular, the C2-action on KGL descends to a C2-action on the module
category Mod(KGL).

With the representability of algebraic K-theory in the stable motivic homotopy category, one
was led to wonder if Karoubi’s Hermitian K-theory Kh was also representable. This was proved
by Hornbostel in [Hor05], at least over Noetherian regular base schemes with 1/2 ∈ S; there is a
motivic spectrum KQ with the property that for a regular scheme X we have

(2.2) Kh
p(X) ∼= π0 HomSH(S)(S

p,0 ⊗ Σ∞X+,KQ),

†If the scheme S is regular, then this agrees with Quillen’s algebraic K-theory.
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where the left-hand side denotes the p-th Hermitian K-group of X. We refer the reader to
either Hornbostel’s original paper [Hor05], or to [RØ16, Sec. 4] for further details, as well as
the identification of (2.2) for all Sp,q. In [RØ16, Sec. 4] one can also find a construction of the
forgetful map f : KQ → KGL used repeatedly in this paper. The ring spectrum KQ is also
a motivic commutative ring spectrum, and the map f is a map of commutative algebras, see
[BH20, Sec. 3.2.5] (where KQ is denoted KO). Finally, we note that the work of Bachmann and
Hopkins [BH20, Sec. 3.2] gives constructions of KGL and KQ over arbitrary base schemes, and
shows moreover that these motivic spectra are stable under base change [BH20, 3.2.9].

2.2. Cellularity. As noted, one of the pleasant properties of the ordinary stable homotopy
category is that, given a commutative ring spectrum R, the ∞-category Mod(R) of R-modules
is compactly generated by R itself. This is very far from true in the motivic homotopy category;
for example, as already noted SH(S) has infinitely many compact generators. Instead, following
[DI05], we can consider the subcategory of cellular objects, in the sense of the following definition.

Definition 2.3. Let A be a commutative motivic ring spectrum in SH(S). The full subcategory
of cellular objects ModCell(A) is defined to be the localizing subcategory of Mod(A) generated
by the tensor unit A and its suspensions Σp,qA. That is, ModCell(A) is the smallest thick
subcategory of Mod(A) containing A and its bigraded (de)suspensions that is closed under
arbitrary colimits.

If M and N are in ModCell(A), then so is M ⊗AN , since −⊗A− commutes with colimits. This
implies that ModCell(A) is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category, see [Lur17, Rem. 2.2.1.2]. It is
also presentable by [Lur17, Cor. 1.4.4.2]

We let ModωCell(A) denote the compact objects in ModCell(A). These have a convenient descrip-
tion, which can be proved in the same way as [NSØ09, Lem. 4.3].

Lemma 2.4. The subcategory of compact objects ModωCell(A) is equivalent to the thick subcate-
gory of Mod(A) generated by the tensor unit A and its suspensions Σp,qA.

We observe that the inclusion ModCell(A)
ι

↪−→ Mod(A) preserves colimits by construction, and
hence has a right adjoint, which we denote Cell [Lur09, Cor. 5.5.2.9]. Moreover, since the
inclusion functor preserves compact objects, Cell preserves coproducts, and hence, by [Lur17,
Prop. 1.4.4.1], all colimits. As the right adjoint of a symmetric monoidal functor, Cell is lax
symmetric monoidal [Lur17, Cor. 7.3.2.7].

We note the following, which also appears in [BHV18a, Rem. 5.19].

Lemma 2.5. If M ∈ Mod(A), and N ∈ ModCell(A), then there is an equivalence

Cell(M ⊗A N) ' Cell(M)⊗A N.

Proof. As noted, Cell is lax symmetric monoidal, so there is a map

Cell(M ⊗A X)→ Cell(M)⊗A Cell(X).

The collection of X for which this is an equivalence is a localizing subcategory (since Cell com-
mutes with colimits) containing A (and its bigraded suspensions), and hence it is an equivalence
for all cellular X. �

On the other hand, there is no reason for the internal Hom in Mod(A), which we denote by
HomA(M,N), to be cellular. Rather, we have the following result.
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Lemma 2.6. The category of cellular A-modules has an internal Hom given by
Cell(HomA(M,N)).

Proof. We have the following natural chain of equivalences

HomModCell(A)(M ⊗A S, T ) ' HomMod(A)(M ⊗A S, T )

' HomMod(A)(M,HomA(S, T ))

' HomModCell(A)(M,Cell HomA(S, T ))

for M,S, T ∈ ModCell(A). �

3. Some descent theory

A faithful G-Galois extension of ring spectra f : A→ B gives rise to an equivalence of symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories Mod(A) ' Mod(B)hG [MS16, Thm. 3.3.1]. The purpose of this section
is to study morphisms of motivic ring spectra that are not quite motivic Galois extensions, but
for which there is still a variant of descent that holds.

3.1. Descent theory. Once again, we assume that S is a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull
dimension. Suppose we are given a morphism f : A → B of motivic commutative ring spectra
SH(S), making B a commutative A-algebra, where B has an action of a finite group G acting
via commutative A-algebra maps. The example to keep in mind is, of course, f : KQ→ KGL,
however we work in more generality for now in the hope that there may be further applications
in the future, such as to a (hypothetical) motivic version of topological modular forms.

Definition 3.1. The morphism f : A → B is called unramified if the the map B ⊗A B →∏
g∈G B, given informally by (b1, b2) 7→ {b1g(b2)}g∈G, is an equivalence.

We note that this is half of the condition that f is a motivic Galois extension in the sense
of [BHK+18], however we do not immediately ask that the natural map A → BhG is a weak
equivalence. We also do not require B to be a faithful A-module, which in turn implies that we do
not have a good notion of Galois descent; there need not be an equivalence Mod(A) ' Mod(B)hG.
Nonetheless, we shall see that there is a weaker notion of descent that does still hold whenever
B is a dualizable A-module.

The following definition is well-known and used, as is the connection with local homology and
local cohomology; for example, see [HPS97, Thm. 3.3.5]. In the context of∞-categories complete
objects have been studied in [BHV18b] and [MNN17].

Definition 3.2. We say thatM ∈ Mod(A) is B-complete if, for anyN ∈ Mod(A) withN⊗AB '
0, we have that HomA(N,M) is contractible.

This defines a full subcategory Mod(A)B−cmpl of B-complete A-modules. The inclusion
Mod(A)B−cmpl ⊂ Mod(A) has a left adjoint which is the Bousfield localization LA

B at B (in
the category of A-modules), see [MNN17, p.1008] for example. This implies that Mod(A)B−cmpl

is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category [Lur17, Prop. 2.2.1.9].

In order to state the next reult, we recall the basic theory of homotopy fixed points of a category.
Thus, suppose that C is a presentably stable symmetric monoidal category C with an action of a
finite group G. This corresponds to an element of the functor category Fun(BG,Cat∞), where
BG is considered as an ∞-groupoid. By definition, the homotopy fixed points ChG is the limit
of the diagram limBG C. In the usual way, we can identify BG with the colimit of the diagram
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S• : N(∆)op → S (where N(∆) denotes the nerve of the simplex category and S is the category
of spaces) with Sq ' Gq. It follows that ChG can be identified with the limit of the cosimplicial
object C•(G, C) with Cq(G, C) '∏Gq C and with coface and codegeneracies are induced by those
on BG (this is simply the Bousfield–Kan formula for a homotopy limit). See also the discussion
after Remark 4.13 of [Lur11b]. Finally, we note that by [Lur09, Lemma 6.5.3.7] it suffices to take
this limit over the semi-cosimplicial diagram without the codegeneracy maps; very explicitly,
ChG can therefore be computed as the totalization

ChG ' Tot

 C ////
∏
G

C ////////
∏
G×G

C · · ·


With this in mind, we have the following.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose S is a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. Let f : A→ B be
an unramified morphism in SH(S) with B a dualizable A-module. Then, there is a symmetric
monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories

Mod(A)B−cmpl ' Mod(B)hG.

Proof. We wish to apply [MNN17, Thm. 2.30] (with C = Mod(A)); in loc. cit. the authors work
under the hypothesis of [MNN17, Hyp. 2.26], however a careful reading of the proof shows that
it is not necessary to assume that Mod(A) is compactly generated by dualizable objects. Indeed,
the key input is Lurie’s version of the Barr–Beck theorem [Lur17, Cor. 4.7.6.3] for which no such
assumption is required (see also Footnote 5 of [BS20]).

Hence, applying [MNN17, Thm. 2.30] gives an equivalence of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories

Mod(A)B−compl ' Tot
(

Mod(B) // // Mod(B⊗A B)
// ////// · · ·

)
,

where we have used the symmetric monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories ModMod(A)(B) '
Mod(B), see [Lur17, Cor. 3.4.1.9]. By assumption, B ⊗A B ' ∏

G B, and similar for the
higher terms. We also observe that the functor that sends a commutative algebra object to its
category of modules commutes with finite products (see [Lur11a, Proposition 6.16], noting that
every stable presentable ∞-category is linear over the sphere spectrum [Lur11a, Example 6.3]),
and therefore Mod(

∏
G B) ' ∏G Mod(B), and similar for the higher terms. By the discussion

before the theorem, the right hand side identifies with the totalization computing the homotopy
fixed points for the action of G on the ∞-category Mod(B), and the result follows. �

For applications to the Picard group, it is easiest to work with the subcategory of cellular objects
in Mod(A). In order to ensure that B is in this category, we assume that B is in the thick
subcategory generated by A and its bigraded suspensions (in the category Mod(A)), which also
implies that B is a dualizable A-module.

We can then define a symmetric monoidal category ModCell(A)B−cmpl of cellularly B-complete
A-modules, exactly as in Definition 3.2 (where we test against N ∈ ModCell(A)).

Remark 3.4. Because Cell is right adjoint to the inclusion, it follows from the definitions
that if N ∈ Mod(A)B−cmpl, then Cell(N) ∈ ModCell(A)B−cmpl, i.e., cellularization restricts
to a functor Mod(A)B−cmpl → ModCell(A)B−cmpl, see also [BS20, Lem. 4.3(1)]. Moreover,
by [BS20, Lem. 4.3(3)] the adjunction ι : ModCell(A) � Mod(A) : Cell induces an adjunc-
tion ι′ : ModCell(A)B−cmpl � Mod(A)B−cmpl : Cell where ι′ is fully faithful, Cell is the re-
striction of the cellularization functor to Mod(A)B−cmpl, and ι′ ' LB

A ◦ ι. One then identifies
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ModCell(A)B−cmpl with the essential image of Cell restricted to Mod(A)B−cmpl. Finally, we note
that if M ∈ ModCell(A)B−cmpl, then it need not be B-complete as an A-module.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose S is a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. Let f : A→ B be
an unramified morphism in SH(S) and suppose B is in the thick subcategory generated by A.
Then, there is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories

ModCell(A)B−cmpl ' ModCell(B)hG.

Proof. This is similar to the previous theorem. As observed already our conditions imply that
B ∈ ModωCell(A), so that we just need to show that B is dualizable in ModCell(A), i.e., for any
Z ∈ ModCell(A) the natural map

Cell(HomA(B,A))⊗A Z→ Cell(HomA(B,Z))

is an equivalence. But, using Lemma 2.5 and the fact that B is dualizable in Mod(A), we have

Cell(HomA(B,A))⊗A Z ' Cell(HomA(B,A)⊗A Z)

' Cell(HomA(B,Z)),

as required. Now we once again apply [MNN17, Thm. 2.30], and argue as in the previous
theorem. �

3.2. Application to Hermitian K-theory. As mentioned previously, the main example to
keep in mind for the previous section was the morphism f : KQ → KGL. We now apply the
results to this example. We begin with the following.

Lemma 3.6. Let S be an arbitrary base scheme, then f is an unramified morphism, and KGL
is in the thick subcategory generated by KQ.

Proof. The key point for both of these claims is the existence of a cofiber sequence [RØ16,
Thm. 3.4] of KQ-modules

(3.1) Σ1,1KQ
η−→ KQ

f−→ KGL→ Σ2,1KQ.

This fiber sequence is only shown to exist for finite a finite dimensional regular and separated
Noetherian base scheme, however since it exists over Spec(Z) it exists over an arbitrary base
scheme (recall that both KQ and KGL are stable under base change). As an immediate conse-
quence of this cofiber sequence we see that KGL ∈ ThickMod(KQ)(KQ).

The claim that KGL⊗KQKGL
'−→∏

g∈C2
KGL is [BHK+18, Prop. 4.3.2]; the proposition there

is not over the base schemes that we specify, however the input for the proof is the fiber sequence
(3.1), and Thm. 3.4 and Eqs. 16 and 17 of [RØ16], both which hold for arbitrary schemes, again
by base change. �

Let Mod(KQ)η−cmpl denote the full-subcategory of Mod(KQ) consisting of those objects whose
underlying spectrum is η-complete in the sense of Definition 2.1.

Lemma 3.7. There is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories

Mod(KQ)η−cmpl ' Mod(KQ)KGL−cmpl.
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Proof. By [MNN17, Eq. (2.22)] for any M ∈ Mod(KQ) there is an equivalence

LKQ
KGLM ' lim←−(cofib(I⊗(k+1) → KQ)⊗KQ M),

where I = fib(KQ
f−→ KGL) ' Σ1,1KQ by (3.1). Note that there is no ambiguity in our use of

lim←− here; the limit of a diagram in Mod(KQ) is computed on the underlying diagram of motivic

spectra, see [Lur17, Cor. 4.2.3.3].

We have that I⊗(k+1) ' Σk+1,k+1KQ, so that cofib(I⊗(k+1) → KQ) ' C(ηk+1)⊗KQ. It follows
that

LKQ
KGLM ' lim←−(C(ηk+1)⊗M) 'M∧η

for any M ∈ Mod(KQ). This gives an equivalence of ∞-categories Mod(KQ)η−cmpl '
Mod(KQ)KGL−cmpl which is easily seen to be symmetric monoidal. �
Remark 3.8. There are several other ways to see this. As noted by the referee, we have that
a KQ-module M is KGL-complete if and only if HomKQ(N,M) ' 0 for all KGL-local KQ-
modules. The category of KGL-local KQ-modules is generated by {G[η−1] ⊗ KQ | G ∈ G}
where G denotes a set of generators for SH(S) (to see this, one can use the explicit formula
for localization [MNN17, Con. 3.4]), and it suffices to test only against these modules. By
adjunction, we then see that M is KGL-complete if and only if HomSH(S)(G[η−1], ιM) for each
G in G, where ιM denotes the underlying motivic spectrum of the KQ-module M . This is
precisely the statement that the underlying motivic spectrum of M is η-complete.

For yet another way, we note that (3.1) gives an equivalence KGL ' KQ⊗C(η). We recall that

η-completion is Bousfield localization at C(η). We then have LKQ
KGL ' L

KQ
KQ⊗C(η) ' LC(η), where

we have used the obvious motivic generalization of [BJ02, Lem. 4.3]. Thus, the KGL-completion
of a KQ-module agrees with the η-completion of the underlying motivic spectrum.

Remark 3.9. Since every KGL-module is automatically KGL-complete [MNN17, Ex. 2.18],
the previous lemma gives an alternative proof that any KGL-module is η-complete, which is a
special case of [RSØ18, Lem. 2.1].

The following is then our first main result.

Theorem 3.10. There is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories

Mod(KQ)η−cmpl ' Mod(KGL)hC2 .

Proof. By Lemma 3.6 we can apply Theorem 3.3. The proof is finished by Lemma 3.7. �

We then have the following strengthening of [RSØ18, Thm. 1.2].

Corollary 3.11. There is an equivalence KQ∧η ' KGLhC2 in SH(S).

Proof. Since the equivalence is symmetric monoidal, the tensor unit of Mod(KGL)hC2 is equiv-
alent, under the functor (−)hC2 , to KQ∧η , hence the result. �

We have a similar result for the cellular subcategory, which will prove useful in the sequel.
Let us denote by ModCell(KQ)η−cmpl the essential image of Cell applied to Mod(KQ)η−cmpl ⊂
Mod(KQ) (note that these objects need not be η-complete in the usual sense).

Lemma 3.12. There is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of ∞-categories

ModCell(KQ)η−cmpl ' ModCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl.
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Proof. In light of Remark 3.4 applying Cell to the equivalence of Lemma 3.7 gives the desired
result. �

Finally, we point out the following, which will be useful in the Picard computations below.

Lemma 3.13. For a regular Noetherian scheme S, there is a symmetric monoidal equivalence
of ∞-categories

ModCell(KGL) ' Mod(K(S))

between cellular KGL-modules, and modules over the (connective) algebraic K-theory spectrum
K(S). In the 2-complete setting over Spec(C) we have

ModCell(KGL∧2 ) ' Mod(ku∧2 ),

where ku∧2 denotes the 2-complete connective topological K-theory spectrum.

Proof. Recall that KGL is (2, 1)-periodic; there is an equivalence Σ2,1KGL ' KGL. Hence the
localizing subcategory generated by {Σp,qKGL}p,q∈Z is the same as the localizing subcategory
generated by {Σp,0KGL}p∈Z. Since the suspension functor in SH(S) is given by smashing
with S1,0, the derived Morita theory of Lurie–Schwede–Shipley [Lur17, Prop. 7.1.2.7] gives an
equivalence of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories

ModCell(KGL) ' Mod(R),

where R ' EndMod(KGL)(KGL) naturally has the structure of a commutative ring spectrum.
But, by (2.1) and adjunction, R ' K(S). The argument in the 2-complete setting is similar;
Morita theory tells us that ModCell(KGL∧2 ) ' Mod(K(C)∧2 ). But Suslin’s theorem [Sus84]
implies that K(C)∧2 ' ku∧2 . �

Remark 3.14. If S is not regular Noetherian, then there is a similar result where Quillen’s
algebraic K-theory is replaced by Weibel’s homotopy invariant K-theory (the two agree when S
is regular Noetherian).

Remark 3.15. At first this result may seem odd since KGL is (2, 1)-periodic, while K(S) is
connective, however note that

πtR ∼= πt EndMod(KGL)(KGL) ∼= π0 HomSH(S)(S
t,0,KGL) ∼= πt,0KGL

is indeed 0 for t < 0.

4. The cellular Picard group of Hermitian K-theory

In this section we use the previous results on descent theory to give a calculation of the Picard
group of invertible cellular KQ∧2 -modules over Spec(C).

4.1. Picard groups and Picard spectra. We first recall the notation of the Picard spectrum
from the work of Mathew and Stojanoska [MS16], referring the reader to either their paper, or
to work of Gepner and Lawson [GL16] for more information. Let C be a symmetric monoidal
presentable ∞-category with monoidal unit 1, and let Pic(C) denote the group of isomorphism
classes of invertible objects in Ho(C) (since C is assumed to be presentable, the Picard group
does indeed form a set, see [MS16, Rem. 2.1.4]). It turns out to be more useful to remember
more information than just isomorphism classes of invertible objects; rather we should remember
all higher equivalences between objects as well. Thus, we let Pic(C) denote the ∞-groupoid of
invertible objects in C and equivalences between them. This is a grouplike E∞-space, and hence
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there exists a connective spectrum pic(C) with Ω∞pic(C) ' Pic(C). We have the following
description of the homotopy groups of pic(C):

(4.1) πipic(C) =


Pic(C) i = 0,

π0(End(1))× i = 1, and

πi−1(End(1)) i ≥ 2.

Definition 4.1. For a commutative motivic ring spectrum A we let pic(A) denote
pic(Mod(A)). For the symmetric monoidal ∞-category Mod(A)B−cmpl, we let pic(A)B−cmpl

denote pic(Mod(A)B−cmpl). We similarly define the Picard spaces Pic(A) and Pic(A)B−cmpl as
the Picard spaces of the respective monoidal categories.

As a functor pic : Cat∞ → Sp≥0 from the∞-category of symmetric monoidal∞-categories to the
∞-category of connective spectra, pic has the important property that it commutes with limits
[MS16, Prop. 2.2.3] (and similar for Pic, as a functor to spaces). Thus, we get the following from
Theorem 3.3.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose S is a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. Let f : A→ B be
an unramified morphism in SH(S) with B a dualizable A-module. Then, there is an equivalence
of connective spectra

pic(A)B−cmpl ' τ≥0pic(B)hG.

There is an associated homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

Hs(G;πtpic(B)) =⇒ πt−spic(B)hG

whose abutment for t = s is the Picard group Pic(A)B−cmpl.

Of course, we are usually more interested in Pic(A) itself, however we note the following.

Lemma 4.3. If A is B-complete, then the Picard group Pic(A) ⊆ Pic(A)B−cmpl.

Proof. It is a general fact about Picard groups that all elements of Pic(A) are dualizable in
Mod(Ho(A)), see [HPS97, Prop. A.2.8]. This implies that for M ∈ Pic(A) we have LA

BM '
LA
BA ⊗A M by [HPS97, Lem. 3.3.1]. Since A is B-complete, LA

BA ' A, and it is easy to see
that this implies the result. �

Unfortunately, it seems difficult to approach the Picard group directly. For example, Baker
and Richter [BR05] showed that for R a commutative ring spectrum, there is an injection
Φ: Pic(R∗) → Pic(R), where Pic(R∗) denotes the algebraic Picard group if invertible R∗-
modules. Although we will not use it, it is worthwhile to point out the following, where we let
PicCell(A) = Pic(Ho(ModCell(A)).

Lemma 4.4. For a motivic commutative ring spectrum A, there is an injection Φ: Pic(A∗,∗)→
PicCell(A).

Proof. The same proof as given by Baker–Richter [BR05, Sec. 1] works in this context. Namely,
given an invertible module M ∈ π∗,∗A (which is of course projective), one can always produce an

A-module M with π∗,∗M ∼= M . Inspection of the proof reveals that M is produced as a colimit
of free A-modules, and so is an element of the cellular Picard group PicCell(A). In fact, to check
that Φ gives a well-defined group homomorphism relies on the existence of a Künneth spectral
sequence, which does exist for cellular objects, see [DI05, Prop. 7.10]. This is a monomorphism
because π∗,∗ detects weak equivalences between cellular motivic spectra, see [DI05, Sec. 7.9]. �
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If we focus our attention the cellular Picard group, then we have the following analog of Propo-
sition 4.2, which follows from Theorem 3.5.

Proposition 4.5. Suppose S is a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. Let f : A→ B
be an ramified morphism in SH(S), and suppose B is in the thick subcategory generated by A.
Then, there is an equivalence of connective spectra

picCell(A)B−cmpl ' τ≥0picCell(B)hG.

There is an associated homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

Hs(G;πtpicCell(B)) =⇒ πt−spicCell(B)hG

whose abutment for t = s is the Picard group PicCell(A)B−cmpl.

The analog of Lemma 4.3 is the following.

Lemma 4.6. If A is a cellularly B-complete A-module, then the Picard group PicCell(A) ⊆
PicCell(A)B−cmpl.

4.2. The Picard group of 2-complete Hermitian K-theory. In contrast to stable homotopy
theory, where the homotopy groups of KU and KO are well-known, the situation for KQ and
KGL is much more difficult, since even computing π∗,∗KGL is equivalent to computing the
homotopy invariant algebraic K-theory of the base scheme S. Thus, we restrict our attention
to studying the 2-completions KQ∧2 and KGL∧2 over Spec(C). From now on, for notational
simplicity, all spectra are implicitly 2-completed ; that is we write KQ for KQ∧2 and KGL for
KGL∧2 . However, our monoidal product is not 2-completed.

Starting with Suslin’s computations of the algebraic K-theory of fields [Sus84], Isaksen and
Shkembi [IS11] compute that

π∗,∗KGL ∼= Z2[τ, β±1],

where |τ | = (0,−1) and |β| = (2, 1) and

π∗,∗KGLhC2 ∼= Z2[τ, h1, a, b
±1]

2h1, τh31, a
2 − 4b, h1a

where |h1| = (1, 1), |a| = (4, 2) and |b| = (8, 4). Moreover, by [Kob99, Cor. 4.6] (or [HKO11]) we
have the following.

Proposition 4.7. There is an equivalence KGLhC2 ' KQ.

In this section we use the methods of the previous section to compute PicCell(KQ). The beginning
is the following specialization of Proposition 4.5.

Proposition 4.8. There is an equivalence of connective spectra

picCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl ' τ≥0picCell(KGL)hC2 ,

with associated homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

(4.2) Hs(C2, πtpicCell(KGL)) =⇒ πt−s PicCell(KGL)hC2 .

whose abutment for t = s is the Picard group PicCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl.

To compute this spectral sequence, we start with a computation of PicCell(KGL). We believe
it is possible to use Lemma 4.4 and a variant of [BR05, Thm. 38] to compute this, however it
seems simpler to use Lemma 3.13, which says that there is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal
∞-categories ModCell(KGL) ' Mod(ku).
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We recall that KGL is (2, 1)-periodic, that is, there is an equivalence Σ2,1KGL ' KGL. Then,
any suspension Σp,qKGL can be written in the form Σp−2q,0KGL. This implies that there is at
least a copy of the integers in the cellular Picard group of KGL. We claim this is everything.

Lemma 4.9. The cellular Picard group PicCell(KGL) ∼= Z generated by suspensions.

Proof. By Lemma 3.13 it is enough to compute Pic(ku), but by [BR05, Thm. 21] this Picard
group is algebraic, i.e., Pic(ku) ∼= Pic(π∗ku), and is isomorphic to Z. �

Remark 4.10. We note that we have computed the Picard group with respect to the monoidal
product −⊗KGL −, and not (−⊗KGL −)∧2 .

We are now in a position to compute PicCell(KQ). To do so, we will use the spectral sequence
(4.2). Recall that KQ is an (8, 4)-periodic spectrum, and hence (by considering various suspen-
sions of the unit object), the cellular Picard group contains a copy of Z ⊕ Z/4. This turns out
to be everything.

Theorem 4.11. (1) The Picard group PicCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl
∼= Z ⊕ Z/4 generated by sus-

pensions of KQ.

(2) There is an isomorphism

PicCell(KQ) ∼= PicCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl
∼= Z⊕ Z/4.

Proof. We claim that since KQ ' KGLhC2 , and KGL is a cellularly KGL-complete KQ-
module, KQ itself is a cellularly KGL-complete KQ-module. Indeed, it follows we have a series
of equivalences

L
KQ

KGL(KQ) ' Cell KQ∧η ' Cell(KGLhC2)∧η ' Cell KGLhC2 ' Cell KQ ' KQ.

It follows by Lemma 4.6 that Z⊕ Z/4 ⊆ PicCell(KQ) ⊆ PicCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl, and we see that
it suffices to prove the first statement of the theorem. We will use the descent spectral sequence
for picCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl to show that Z⊕ Z/4 is also an upper bound.

Thus, using Proposition 4.8, we want to compute the 0-stem of the Picard spectral sequence

(4.3) Es,t2 = Hs(C2, πtpicCell(KGL)) =⇒ πt−s PicCell(KGL)hC2 .

By Lemma 3.13, Lemma 4.9, and (4.1) we have

πtpicCell(KGL) ∼=


Z t = 0

Z×2 t = 1

πt−1ku t ≥ 2.

Moreover, the equivalence between HomMod(KGL)(KGL,KGL) ' HomSH(S)(S,KGL) and ku
is C2-equivariant for the usual action on ku, see the proof of Theorem 3.18 of [BH20]. Thus,
we can completely determine the E2-page of the spectral sequence in the range t ≥ 2; we have
additively

Es,t2 = Hs(C2;πtpicCell(KGL)) ∼= Hs(C2;πt−1ku) ∼=


Z2 s = 0, t ≡ 1 (mod 4)

Z/2 s > 0, t ≡ 1 (mod 4)

0 else.

This almost completely determines the t ≥ 2 range of the Picard spectral sequence. Arguing
as in [MS16, Cor. 5.2.3] (and using an analog of the Comparison Tool 5.2.4 of loc. cit.) the
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differentials originating at Es,t3 for t ≥ 4 in the Picard spectral sequence can be identified with

those originating at E
s,t−1
3 in the usual spectral sequence

E
s,t

2 = Hs(C2;πtku) =⇒ πt−s(ko).

We are now in the situation shown in Figure 1, which is drawn using Adams indexing. Note
that we cannot import the differential originating at (t − s, s) = (0, 3) since this lies on the
t = 3 line. One could prove and use an analog of [MS16, Thm. 6.1.1] to calculate this differen-
tial (which would imply that it is trivial), however we observe that we already have an upper

bound of Z⊕ Z/4, which is also our lower bound. Moreover, the copy of Z in E0,0
2 , which corre-

sponds to the various suspensions Σk,0KGL is represented by Σk,0KQ in PicCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl.
This also generates the copy of Z in the lower bound of Z ⊕ Z/4 and so we conclude that
PicCell(KQ)KGL−cmpl

∼= Z⊕ Z/4, as claimed. �

−4 −2 0 2 4 6 8

0

2

4

6

� • •

1

Figure 1. The HFPSS for π∗picCell(KGL)hC2 . Here � denotes copies of Z, •
copies of Z/2, and • copies of Z2. We have omitted some terms in negative

filtration degree.
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